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Project MELoDY
Testing of Intellectual Products
Desincoop CRL within the scope of the partnership with the Francisco de Holanda School Grouping and
following the LEI project that also intended to prevent and fight against school dropout saw in the
Melody project an opportunity for the challenge that the new legislation on inclusive education has
placed on Portuguese schools.

The constitution of an extended team allowed each phase of the project to have a strong component of
research and reflection, both in the preparation of the content and in its testing.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=74edd36286&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1695512076479670324&simpl=msg-f%3A1695512076…
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The application of the modules produced began in September 2019; in the case of the Portuguese
module and those of the project partners between October 2020 and January 2021.

The Portuguese module: “Teaching and reading comprehension” was fully applied in secondary school,
involving nine teachers from different disciplinary areas, to a group of 206 students (10th, 11th, and 12th
forms).

In elementary school, the modules presented by Spain and Norway were partially applied to 24 students
attending the first year and to 24 students in the third year, respectively. As for the Italian proposal, it
was also partially applied, to a class of 27 students.

Finally, the module of Northern Ireland was not applied, but it was subject to a careful analysis by two
colleagues who were working with classes in the 12th form of vocational education.

The diversity of levels of education involved in this experience is due to the age groups defined as the
target groups of the respective modules and allowed the involvement of all levels of the school grouping
which include 2402 students and 212 teachers.
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Evaluation of e-learning modules
The MELODY Project has the aim to find, share and promote the most innovative methods in Europe to
help teachers to increase their success in teaching boys and girls of school age having Learning Needs
and keeping them in the school system until they gain a qualification, as they face a real risk of ESL
(Early School Leaving).

It has been a long journey for the MELODY project team since our initial kick of meeting in Guimaraes in
December 2018 and the completion of the testing and this evaluation represents a true culmination of
the work tasks completed.

Against the backdrop of delays encountered with the development of materials and then the delays with
the testing due to Covid-19 we believe that the results largely positive and give us reason to believe that
our methods are being correctly positioned.

The feedback provided above indicates that our materials can contribute to this overall aim and by using
these materials with young people in future, teachers could add further value to the already great work
that they deliver. We do not want or expect that our materials would be a replacement for the current
strategies and teaching techniques in use by teachers, our aim is to develop materials that can be used
alongside or in addition to the techniques currently in use across the various curriculums of the countries
involved.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=74edd36286&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1695512076479670324&simpl=msg-f%3A1695512076…
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We appreciate that in some cases full testing of materials was restricted due to the coronavirus
pandemic and that further testing of materials is likely to be required before the full suite of materials
would be completely ready for use. We do however believe that the areas chosen for development by
the project team have proven to be on the right track and that further development of these materials
could have an impact on the work to support young people with learning needs and encourage the use
of different techniques in schools or support programs.

The ambition of the project to make materials that are useful, strong, and relevant to the task
encountered by those working with young people with additional learning needs remains.

Multiplier events
The delays observed as a result of the Pandemic and the inability to travel and carry out the face-to-face
multiplier events forced the project team to condense the dissemination activity in the month of March.

On the 11th, the multiplier event promoted by GEMS, the Northern Ireland organization responsible for
the evaluation of E-Learning modules, took place via Zoom. The Minister of Education made a
presentation to a wide audience taking into account that many teachers are teaching at a distance and it
was an acknowledgment of all the work developed that greatly honoured the whole partner. In this
session, the School that joined the project and the evaluations of the testing of the Toolkit and the Elearning module were presented.

On the 19th, it was the turn of the Portuguese partnership, Desincoop and Francisco de Holanda Group
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=74edd36286&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1695512076479670324&simpl=msg-f%3A1695512076…
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of Schools, to share the testing experience with students of all the materials produced by the partners
and which constitute the second intellectual product of the project.
Teachers from the 1st cycle, 3rd cycle and secondary education, mainly from vocational education,
exposed the activities they developed with the students and the results they obtained. The session was
opened by the Vice-President of the Municipality and Councillor for Education, Drª Adelina Pinto who left
a message of hope for all partners and participants.

The last Multiplier Event promoted by the Italian partner IC Spoltore took place on the 25th. In addition
to the presentation of the evaluations carried out by both GEMS and IC Spoltore, the rest of the session
gave voice to the teachers and this educational institution, which faced increased difficulties with the
appearance of the Pandemic that marked this project and our lives.

The Final Conference will take place on the 29th via Zoom with the participation of all partners.

MELODY Project, a light on the horizon
The difficult times we are experiencing, with a pandemic that has removed all certainty from us, are also
times of opportunities and times of recognition of what is really different and essential.

It is in this context that I see the MELODY project, an international project that in Portugal is represented
by the Francisco de Holanda Group of Schools and by Desincoop, two entities from Guimarães with a
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long tradition in the work of social inclusion and the fight for the rights of all.

These are initiatives, centered on all children, creating tools and methodologies that allow everyone to
have a successful education, that no child is left behind, that make us believe that we can change the
world! This is a design of all times, but mainly of this new time, a new time that showed us the greatest
weakness of the less qualified. The commitment to the qualification of all, to true social inclusion, will be
the greatest principle of citizenship and responsibility of all. Responsibility of SCHOOL, FAMILIES,
MUNICIPALITIES, STATE, SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS.

On the part of the municipality of Guimarães this responsibility is fully assumed!
Thanks to everyone who worked on this project, in the multiplication they managed and can still do! We
are all needed, children need us!

Adelina Pinto
(Councilor for Education of the Municipality of Guimarães)

Final Event
“New learning methods for an inclusive school”
Agenda
29th March 2021 - 3 PM

3.00-3.10: L. Mazzocchetti (Antares) – Greetings and opening
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=74edd36286&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1695512076479670324&simpl=msg-f%3A1695512076…
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3.10-3.25: A. Castellani (Antares) - MELoDY Project’s results: The Charter (IO6)
3.25-3.40: F. Rappoccio (Antares) – Working with teachers in COVID-19 times
3.40-4.00: Luisa Oliveira (Desincoop) and Manuela Paredes (AEFH) – The Portuguese partnership
experience to improve parents engagement
4.00-4.15: Emeteri Frago (CRIA) – Testing Toolkit and Modules in Spain
4.15-4.30: Stephen Atkinson (GEMS) – Evaluating the E-learning Modules (IO3-IO5)
4.30-4.45: Flora Cerenzia (IC Spoltore) – Evaluating the Toolkit(IO2-IO4)
4.45-5.00: (SPIR Oslo) – After MELoDY project: Designing a Sustainability plan.

Zoom Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85012355095?pwd=RUxMdDV0S0d
xQWJCWmZOMzZwaW5Vdz09

Meeting ID: 850 1235 5095
Passcode: 774277
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